We discuss a synchronous direct-sequence code-division multiple-access (DS-CDMA) system based on block spreading in the presence of frequency-selective fading. Note that block spreading, which is also known as chip interleaving, refers to a spreading of a data block sequence, which is obtained by dividing a data symbol sequence into consecutive blocks. For such a system, we develop a simple new receiver that completely removes the multiuser interference (MUI) without using any channel information (hence, the name MUI-free receiver). The MUI-free operation is obtained by the use of a shift-orthogonal set of code sequences on which this receiver is based. Within the framework of the MUI-free receiver, we further present a subspace deterministic blind single-user channel estimation algorithm. As a benchmark for the MUI-free receiver and the corresponding subspace deterministic blind single-user channel estimation algorithm, we consider the linear multiuser equalizer and the corresponding subspace deterministic blind multiuser channel estimation algorithm developed by Liu and Xu for a standard synchronous DS-CDMA system in the presence of frequency-selective fading. We show that the complexity of the MUI-free receiver using the corresponding subspace deterministic blind single-user channel estimation algorithm is much smaller than the complexity of the linear multiuser equalizer using the corresponding subspace deterministic blind multiuser channel estimation algorithm. We further show that the performance of the MUI-free receiver is comparable with the performance of the linear multiuser equalizer. This is for the case in which the channels are known as well as for the case in which the channels are estimated with the corresponding subspace deterministic blind channel estimation algorithm.
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I. INTRODUCTION
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Publisher Item Identifier S 1053-587X(00)09303-X. sive). Therefore, the interchip interference (ICI) cannot be neglected and has to be suppressed by the receiver next to the multiuser interference (MUI). A popular receiver that combats ICI and MUI is the linear multiuser equalizer [3] - [5] . The design of the desired user's linear multiuser equalizer requires the knowledge of all the channels and code sequences. To estimate the desired user's channel based only on the knowledge of the desired user's code sequence, we can, for instance, use the popular subspace deterministic blind multiuser channel estimation algorithm [6] - [9] , which is related to the standard work of [10] for TDMA systems with a single user per time channel. Note that in [9] , it is shown that it is also possible to design the desired user's linear multiuser equalizer based only on the knowledge of the desired user's channel and code sequence (and not on the knowledge of all the channels and code sequences). However, even exploiting the ideas presented in this paper, designing the desired user's linear multiuser equalizer using the corresponding subspace deterministic blind multiuser channel estimation algorithm is computationally complex. Note that there also exist methods to directly estimate the desired user's linear multiuser equalizer in a blind fashion based only on the knowledge of the desired user's code sequence [11] - [14] . However, we will not focus on these methods here.
In this paper, we discuss a synchronous DS-CDMA system based on block spreading in the presence of frequency-selective fading. Note that block spreading, which is also known as chip interleaving [15] , refers to a spreading of a data block sequence, which is obtained by dividing a data symbol sequence into consecutive blocks. For such a system, we develop a simple new receiver that completely removes the MUI without using any channel information (hence, the name MUI-free receiver). The MUI-free operation is obtained by the use of a shift-orthogonal set of code sequences on which this receiver is based. Within the framework of the MUI-free receiver, we further present a subspace deterministic blind single-user channel estimation algorithm. As a benchmark for the MUI-free receiver and the corresponding subspace deterministic blind single-user channel estimation algorithm, we consider the linear multiuser equalizer and the corresponding subspace deterministic blind multiuser channel estimation algorithm developed by Liu and Xu for a standard synchronous DS-CDMA system in the presence of frequency-selective fading [7] .
In Section II, the data model of a synchronous DS-CDMA system based on block spreading in the presence of frequencyselective fading is presented. Section III then introduces the new MUI-free receiver. In Section IV, the corresponding subspace deterministic single-user blind channel estimation algorithm is discussed. Section V then reviews the linear multiuser equalizer and the corresponding subspace deterministic blind multiuser channel estimation algorithm developed by Liu and Xu for a standard synchronous DS-CDMA system in the presence of frequency-selective fading [7] . In Section VI, we then compare the complexity of the MUI-free receiver using the corresponding subspace deterministic blind single-user channel estimation algorithm with the complexity of the linear multiuser equalizer using the corresponding subspace deterministic blind multiuser channel estimation algorithm. Further, in Section VII, we compare the performance of the MUI-free receiver with the performance of the linear multiuser equalizer. This is for the case in which the channels are known as well as for the case in which the channels are estimated with the corresponding subspace deterministic blind channel estimation algorithm. We end with some conclusions in Section VIII.
II. DATA MODEL
We first introduce some basic notation. We use lowercase boldface letters to denote vectors and uppercase boldface letters to denote matrices. In addition transpose; complex conjugate; Hermitian transpose; absolute value; Frobenius norm. Let us then describe a DS-CDMA system based on block spreading (see Figs. 1 and 2 ). The th user ( ) first divides his data symbol sequence into consecutive blocks of data symbols, leading to the following data block sequence:
This data block sequence is then spread by a factor with the length-code sequence ( for , and for and ), resulting into the chip block sequence , which is given by mod with (1) The corresponding chip sequence , satisfying is then transmitted at the chip rate , where is the data symbol period. If we sample the receive antenna at the chip rate , we obtain the following received sequence:
where is the discrete-time additive noise at the receive antenna, and is the discrete-time channel from the th user to the receive antenna, including the transmit and receive filters. We model as an FIR filter of order with delay index ( for and , for and ). Note that the larger the order of , the more ICI for the th user.
If we then divide the received sequence into consecutive blocks of received samples, leading to the following received block sequence:
we can write (2) where is similarly defined as , and is the discrete-time matrix channel from the th user to the receive antenna, given by the equation at the bottom of the page. Since is an FIR filter of order with delay index , is an FIR matrix filter of order with delay index ( for and , and for and ). Note that the larger the order of , the more inter chip block interference (ICBI) for the th user.
In this paper, we focus on synchronous communication for
. . . . . . . . . . . . and limited frequency-selective fading for (4)
We further assume that an overestimation of the maximal channel order is known ( ) and that satifies . If we then take the block size equal to , becomes an FIR matrix filter of order 1 with delay index 0, where
Hence, (2) can then be written as (5) In Section VII, we will run some simulations for , , and .
III. MUI-FREE RECEIVER
Since is an FIR matrix filter of order 1 with delay index 0, we can apply a block RAKE receiver consisting of a bank of two block correlators, where each block correlator for the th user despreads the received block sequence matched to a different tap of the matrix channel using the code sequence , followed by a linear block combiner, which linearly combines the two block correlator outputs. Note that this block RAKE receiver is analogous to the RAKE receiver used in a standard DS-CDMA system [16] .
The MUI-free receiver is a modified block RAKE receiver, consisting of a bank of two modified block correlators, where each modified block correlator for the th user despreads the received block sequence matched to a different tap of the matrix channel using a code sequence that is slightly different from , followed by a linear block combiner, which linearly combines the two modified block correlator outputs (see Figs. 3 and 4 ). The use of a shift-orthogonal set of code sequences, on which this receiver is based, causes the two modified block correlators to completely remove the ICBI and MUI. Hence, the linear block combiner only has to suppress the remaining intersymbol interference (ISI).
A. Bank of Modified Block Correlators
As already mentioned, in contrast with a block correlator for the th user, a modified block correlator for the th user despreads the received block sequence using a code sequence that is slightly different from . More specifically, the first modified block correlator for the th user despreads the received block sequence matched to using the code sequence , where for for whereas the second modified block correlator for the th user despreads the received block sequence matched to using the code sequence , where for for Then, defining the code vectors and as the output of the first modified block correlator can be written as (6) whereas the output of the second modified block correlator can be written as (7) In these formulas, and represent the residual ICBI:
and represent the residual MUI:
and and represent the residual additive noise:
Note that the residual ICBI and MUI formulas only contain terms in the time index . Assume now that a shift orthogonal set of code sequences is used.
Definition 1: A set of length-code sequences is shift-orthogonal if and only if for (8) where , and is the discrete-time impulse function.
Remark 1: Note that (8) can only be satisfied if (since vectors of size can only be mutually orthogonal if ). Then it is clear that the two modified block correlators completely remove the ICBI and MUI, and (6) and (7) (9) where is similarly defined as , and is the channel matrix for the th user, which is given by Note that if is white with variance , we get E (10)
B. Linear Block Combiner
After the two modified block correlators have completely removed the ICBI and the MUI, we linearly combine the two modified block correlator outputs and to suppress the remaining ISI:
where and are the linear block combiner weights. Using the notation of (9), we can also write where is the linear block combiner for the th user, which is given by
We now focus on the calculation of the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) and bit error rate (BER) for the th user at the output of the linear block combiner . First of all, observe that E (11) where is similarly defined as , and E If we then define the matrix as and the matrix as the matrix that is obtained by zeroing the diagonal elements of , the SINR 1 and BER for the th user at the output of the linear block combiner can be expressed as SINR (12) BER Q (13) where Q is the well-known BER for signaling over an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel as a function of the SNR per data symbol for the chosen modulation scheme [17] . Note that the approximation in (13) becomes an equality if the interference plus noise at the output of the linear block combiner is Gaussian. We now discuss two linear block combiners in more detail: the zero-forcing (ZF) linear block combiner and the minimum mean-square error (MMSE) linear block combiner. The existence of the ZF linear block combiner is based on the fact that the channel matrix has full column rank .
1) ZF Linear Block Combiner: We say that a linear block combiner is ZF if
The ZF linear block combiner (we take the one that minimizes the MSE E ) can be expressed as (14) If the data symbol sequence is white with variance 1 ( ) and the additive noise is white with variance ( ), (12) Proof: See Appendix A. Based on this theorem, we can design an admissible and reducible ( power of 2) matrix in a recursive way, starting, for instance, with or resulting in a set of BPSK or QPSK code sequences, respectively. Observe from Theorem 1 that the length-code sequences defined in (19) are actually based on lengthcode sequences, extended with a cyclic prefix of 1 code symbol (
). The insertion of a cyclic prefix is a wellknown procedure in discrete multitone (DMT) systems [18] .
IV. BLIND CHANNEL ESTIMATION
Within the framework of the MUI-free receiver, we present a subspace deterministic blind single-user channel estimation algorithm. This algorithm is performed on the model (9) . We first describe how the algorithm works and then give a performance analysis. We finally present a related channel gain estimation method. Note that in the context of a TDMA system with a single user per time channel and applying repetition coding, a similar approach is presented in [19] . However, no performance analysis or related channel gain estimation method is presented there.
A. Algorithm
For a burst length ( multiple of ), we first define the matrix as
Using (9), we then obtain (20) where is similarly defined as , and is the matrix given by
The algorithm is based on the fact that the channel matrix is tall and has full column rank and on the assumption that the matrix has full row rank (hence, we need ). First, let us assume that there is no additive noise present in (20) . Because has full column rank and has full row rank , the matrix has rank . Defining the matrix as the collection of the left singular vectors of corresponding to the zero singular values (because is tall, is not empty), the columns of then form an orthonormal basis of the left null space of :
Defining the matrix as where ( ) is the matrix given by (21) can also be written as (22) where is the channel vector for the th user, which is given by
We have the following identifiability result [19] . Theorem 3: The channel can be uniquely (up to a complex scaling factor) determined from (22) .
Proof: See [19] . Second, let us assume there is additive noise present in (20) . Defining the matrix as the collection of the left singular vectors of corresponding to the smallest singular values and defining the matrix and the matrix in a similar fashion as and , we then consider the following minimization problem:
To avoid the all-zero solution, some nontriviality constraint is imposed on . If we impose a unit norm constraint on , then the left singular vector of corresponding to the smallest singular value represents a possible solution. Since this vector can be interpreted as an estimate of , which is the left singular vector of corresponding to the smallest singular value, we will denote this solution as . As an estimate for the channel vector , we then consider (24) where is an estimate of , which is given by . This can be estimated from some short known headers that are transmitted, or we can blindly estimate , which is equal to the channel gain (see Section IV-C) and use an appropriate differential modulation scheme to get rid of the phase ambiguity [17] . However, for simplicity, we will estimate as This leads to an estimate that is optimal in the LS sense (since is not known, this is, of course, not feasible in practice).
B. Performance Analysis
The performance analysis is given in the following theorem. 
C. Channel Gain Estimation
In this section, we show how to estimate , which is equal to the channel gain , from . Assume that the data symbol sequence is white with variance 1 ( ) and the additive noise is white with variance ( ). Then, we can write (11) where is similarly defined as ; using instead of , is defined as and is, for instance, obtained as times the average of the smallest eigenvalues of . Note that this estimate of the noise variance can also be used in the MMSE linear block combiner when the noise variance is not known.
V. BENCHMARK
As a benchmark for the MUI-free receiver and the corresponding subspace deterministic blind single-user channel estimation algorithm, we consider the linear multiuser equalizer and the corresponding subspace deterministic blind multiuser channel estimation algorithm developed by Liu and Xu for a standard synchronous DS-CDMA system in the presence of frequency-selective fading [7] . In this section, we briefly review the key ideas behind these techniques.
A standard DS-CDMA system can be described as in Section II, taking . Like before, we focus on synchronous communication [see (3) ] and limited frequency-selective fading [see (4) ]. Like before, we further assume that an overestimation of the maximal channel order is known ( ) and that satisfies . As discussed in [7] , if we then introduce we can write where is similarly defined as , and is the composite channel vector, which is given by with . . . . . .
Note that
can also be written as (26) where is the composite channel matrix, which is given by and is defined as Since is free from ISI by construction, we only have to suppress the remaining MUI. This can be done as follows:
where is the linear multiuser equalizer for the th user. See [3] - [5] for details on the ZF and MMSE linear multiuser equalizer. The existence of the ZF linear multiuser equalizer is based on the assumption that the composite channel matrix has full column rank (hence, we need ). The corresponding subspace deterministic blind multiuser channel estimation algorithm is explained in [7] . For a burst length , we first define the matrix as
Using (26), we then obtain (27) where is similarly defined as , and is the matrix given by
The algorithm is based on the assumption that the composite channel matrix is tall and has full column rank (hence, we need ) and on the assumption that the matrix has full row rank (hence, we need ). First, let us assume there is no additive noise present in (27). The counterpart of (22) then is where is the matrix defined as the collection of the left singular vectors of corresponding to the zero singular values. See [7] for the identifiability result. Second, let us assume that there is additive noise present in (27). The counterpart of (23) then is where is the matrix defined as the collection of the left singular vectors of corresponding to the smallest singular values. See [7] for a performance analysis and a related channel gain estimation method.
VI. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we compare the complexity of the MUI-free receiver (see Section III) using the corresponding subspace deterministic blind single-user channel estimation algorithm (see Section IV) with the complexity of the linear multi-user equalizer (see [7] and Section V) using the corresponding subspace deterministic blind multi-user channel estimation algorithm (see [7] and Section V). We assume that the burst length is very large.
Let us first focus on the MUI-free receiver (see Section III). The design of the th user's MUI-free receiver is determined by the design of the th user's linear block combiner. The design of the th user's linear block combiner only requires the knowledge of the th user's channel. To estimate the th user's channel, we use the subspace deterministic blind single-user channel estimation algorithm (see Section IV), which only requires the th user's code sequence, namely, through the fact that this algorithm makes use of the data at the output of the bank of two modified block correlators. For this, we first have to compute the subspace decomposition of the matrix , which has a complexity of O . Then, we have to compute the left singular vector of the matrix corresponding to the smallest singular value, which has a complexity of O . Hence, the complexity to estimate the th user's channel is O (since is very large). Next, we have to calculate the pseudo-inverse of the matrix (we focus on a ZF linear block combiner), which results in a complexity of O . To conclude, the design of the th user's linear block combiner has a complexity of O (since is very large). Hence, the design of the th user's MUI-free receiver also has a complexity of O . Note that the design of a complete bank of MUI-free receivers (e.g., at a base station) results in a complexity of O .
Let us next focus on the linear multiuser equalizer (see [7] and Section V). The design of the th user's linear multiuser equalizer requires the knowledge of all the channels and code sequences. To estimate the th user's channel, we use the subspace deterministic blind multiuser channel estimation algorithm (see [7] and Section V), which only requires the th user's code sequence. For this, we first have to compute a subspace decomposition of the matrix , which has a complexity of O . Note that this subspace decomposition is user-independent and, therefore, still results into a complexity of O if we want to estimate all the channels. Then, we have to compute the left singular vector of the matrix corresponding to the smallest singular value, which has a complexity of O . Note that this subspace decomposition is user-dependent and, therefore, results in a complexity of O if we want to estimate all the channels. Hence, the complexity to estimate all the channels is O (since is very large). Next, we have to calculate the pseudo-inverse of the matrix (we focus on a ZF linear multi-user equalizer), which results in a complexity of O . To conclude, the design of the th user's linear multiuser equalizer has a complexity of O (since is very large). Note that the design of a complete bank of multiuser equalizers (e.g., at a base station) still results in a complexity of O . Even using the ideas presented in [9] , where it is shown that it is possible to design the desired user's linear multiuser equalizer based only on the knowledge of the desired user's channel and code sequence (and not on the knowledge of all the channels and code sequences), it is not possible to decrease this complexity of . Comparing the obtained complexities, we observe that the complexity to design the MUI-free receiver ( ) is much smaller than the complexity to design the linear multiuser equalizer (O ). This is because . Moreover, the complexity to design a complete bank of MUI-free receivers (O ) is also much smaller than the complexity to design a complete bank of linear multiuser equalizers (O ), although the latter is of the same order as the complexity to design only one linear multiuser equalizer. This is because is of the same order as and . Finally, note that the estimation of the desired user's data symbol sequence based on the calculated MUI-free receiver or linear multiuser equalizer results in a complexity per data symbol period of O (this complexity is more or less the same for both receivers).
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we perform some simulations on a DS-CDMA system based on block spreading and a standard DS-CDMA system. We assume that the data symbol sequences are QPSK modulated mutually uncorrelated and white with variance 1. We further assume that the additive noise is white Gaussian with variance . We define the received energy per data symbol period for the th user as and we assume that all users that are interfering with this th user have the same received energy per data symbol period for We then define the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the near-far ratio (NFR) for the th user at the input of the receiver as SNR and NFR . We here consider an eight-user DS-CDMA system based on block spreading and a standard DS-CDMA system ( ) with . We design a shift-orthogonal set of length-code sequences , as explained in Section III-C, and use this set of code sequences for the DS-CDMA system based on block spreading as well as for the standard DS-CDMA system. We start from (see Section III-C for details) resulting into a set of BPSK code sequences. For every user , we generate a random channel of order with delay index (note that (3) and (4) are then satisfied). We take . The normalized channels are listed in Table I . For all simulations, we will conduct 5000 trials using bursts of data symbols. Simulation 1: First, we compare the MUI-free receiver with ZF and MMSE linear block combining (see Section III) with the ZF and MMSE linear multiuser equalizer (see [7] and Section V). For the moment, we assume that all the channels and the noise variance (necessary for both MMSE receivers) are known. Fig. 5 shows the average theoretical and simulated BER per user as a function of the SNR for an NFR of 0 dB. Fig. 6 shows the same results as a function of the NFR for an SNR of 10 dB. First of all, we observe that the simulation results are well predicted by the theoretical results. Second, we know from the previous sections that the MUI-free receiver should always be NFR-independent, 2 irrespective of the linear block combiner. This is clearly illustrated in Fig. 6 . From this figure, it is also clear that the ZF linear multiuser equalizer is NFR-independent, whereas the MMSE 2 Note that NFR-independence is not exactly the same as near-far resistance, which is defined in [20] . linear multiuser equalizer is not. For a very high NFR, the performance of the MMSE linear multiuser equalizer is equal to the performance of the ZF linear multiuser equalizer. For a very low NFR, the performance of the MMSE linear multiuser equalizer approaches the performance of the coherent RAKE receiver [21] , which is, for such a very low NFR, better than the performance of the ZF linear multiuser equalizer. Note that the NFR region where the transition takes place is positioned around the inverse of the SNR. Further, we observe that the performance of the MUI-free receiver with ZF linear block combining is comparable with the performance of the ZF linear multiuser equalizer. We know that the performance of the MUI-free receiver with MMSE linear block combining is better than the performance of the MUI-free receiver with ZF linear block combining and that the difference between those performances decreases with the SNR. Therefore, the performance of the MUI-free receiver with MMSE linear block combining is also better than the performance of the MMSE linear multiuser equalizer at very high NFR, and the difference between those performances also decreases with the SNR. The somewhat surprising result that the MUI-free receiver can perform better than the linear multiuser equalizer is due to the fact that the linear multiuser equalizer we consider here only has length . Hence, it removes out of received samples, whereas in the MUI-free receiver, every modified block correlator only removes 1 out of received samples (since every modified block correlator only removes 1 out of received blocks). The performance of a much longer (hence, much more expensive) linear multiuser equalizer will always be somewhat better than the performance of the MUI-free receiver. Finally, Fig. 7 shows the theoretical and simulated SINR as a function of the desired user for an SNR of 10 dB and an NFR of 0 dB. Again, we observe that the simulation results are well predicted by the theoretical results.
Simulation 2: Next, we compare the subspace deterministic blind single-user channel estimation algorithm (see Section III) with the subspace deterministic blind multiuser channel estimation algorithm (see [7] and Section V). Fig. 8 shows the average theoretical and simulated NMSE per user of the channel estimates as a function of the SNR for an NFR of 0 dB. Fig. 9 shows the same results as a function of the NFR for an SNR of 20 dB. First of all, we see that the theoretical performances of the single-user and multiuser algorithm are comparable. From Fig. 8 , we observe that for an SNR above 10 dB, the simulation results are well predicted by the theoretical results (below 10 dB, the additive noise influence is too large to predict the simulation results using only first-order subspace perturbation analysis). From Fig. 9 , we notice that for the single-user algorithm, the above statement is true for all values of the NFR, whereas for the multiuser algorithm, it is only true for an NFR above the inverse of the SNR. When the NFR drops below the inverse of the SNR, the matrix that is used to estimate the channel vector (see [7] and Section V) is severely influenced by additive noise, and the first-order perturbation analysis is not accurate enough to predict the simulation results. We know from the previous sections that the single-user algorithm should always be NFR independent. This is clearly illustrated in Fig. 9 by the theoretical as well as the simulation results. The multiuser algorithm, on the other hand, only appears to be theoretically NFR independent. The simulation results show that this is not the case in practice.
Simulation 3: We now repeat Simulation 1, but for each receiver, we will use the corresponding subspace deterministic blind channel estimation algorithm. Moreover, for each of both MMSE receivers, we will use the corresponding estimate of the noise variance . Fig. 10 shows the average theoretical (known channels and noise variance) and simulated (estimated channels and noise variance) BER per user as a function of the SNR for an NFR of 0 dB. Fig. 11 shows the same results as a function of the NFR for an SNR of 10 dB. We observe that estimating the channels and the noise variance (necessary in both MMSE receivers) decreases the performances of all receivers. Note that the design of the desired user's ZF or MMSE linear multiuser equalizer requires the knowledge of all the channels (we do not use the ideas presented in [9] ). When the NFR drops below the inverse of the SNR, the channel estimates of the interfering users become less accurate. For the ZF linear multiuser equalizer, this property increases the difference in BER with Simulation 1. For the MMSE linear multiuser equalizer, this property does not change the difference in BER with Simulation 1 since the MMSE linear mutliuser equalizer is, in that region of the NFR, more steered by the additive noise.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have discussed a synchronous DS-CDMA system based on block spreading in the presence of frequency- selective fading. For such a system, we have developed a simple new receiver that completely removes the MUI without using any channel information (hence, the name MUI-free receiver). The MUI-free operation is obtained by the use of a shift-orthogonal set of code sequences on which this receiver is based. Within the framework of the MUI-free receiver, we have further presented a subspace deterministic blind single-user channel estimation algorithm. As a benchmark for the MUI-free receiver and the corresponding subspace deterministic blind single-user channel estimation algorithm, we have considered the linear multiuser equalizer and the corresponding subspace deterministic blind multiuser channel estimation algorithm developed by Liu and Xu for a standard synchronous DS-CDMA system in the presence of frequency-selective fading [7] . We have shown that the complexity of the MUI-free receiver using the corresponding subspace deterministic blind single-user channel estimation algorithm is much smaller than the complexity of the linear multiuser equalizer using the corresponding subspace deterministic blind multiuser channel estimation algorithm. We have further shown that the performance of the MUI-free receiver is comparable with the performance of the linear multiuser equalizer. This is for the case in which the channels are known as well as for the case in which the channels are estimated with the corresponding subspace deterministic blind channel estimation algorithm. An interesting topic for further research is the extension of the MUI-free receiver to multiple receive antennas, aiming at an increase of the user capacity of the system. Finally, note that for a discrete multitone CDMA (DMT-CDMA) system based on block spreading in the presence of frequency-selective fading, a simple extension of the MUI-free receiver is presented in [22] .
APPENDIX A PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Assume that the ( power of 2) matrix , where and have size , is admissible and reducible. Using , it is easy to check that . Next, using and , it can be shown by simple calculation that . Finally, using , , and
, we now prove that . : similar calculation as for . From these calculations, it is clear that , which concludes the proof.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF THEOREM 4
Using a result from subspace perturbation analysis [23] , the first-order approximation of in can be written as . The first-order approximation of ( ) in is therefore given by , where . Thus, the first-order approximation of in is
If is obtained as in (24) with , then we can use the same result from subspace perturbation analysis as before to determine the first-order approximation of in :
. . .
where ( ) is the matrix given by
